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AmeriSus & Energy Panel Structures Team to Market ADU Kits
August 3 - Penns Park - AmeriSus the leading name in Whole Home Kits for EcoHomes and Eco-Cottages announced today a joint marketing eﬀort with Energy Panel
Structures (EPS) a leading manufacture of pre-engineered building components
designed for post frame construction and structural insulated panel (SIP) structures.
Both companies will market a mix of smaller cottage homes specifically addressing the
growing Accessory Dwelling Unit marketplace. The AmeriSus ADU’s are one-bedroom
stand-alone eco-structures outfitted with eﬃcient high quality systems and finishes.
Often regarded as carriage homes, granny flats and in-law suites ADU’s have become
a popular new solution for creating aﬀordable housing without the complexities
associated with raw land development. States and cities across the nation have been
changing legislation allowing ADU’s to become a part of mainstream America.
Donna Kamps, CEO of AmeriSus described how, “much of this small home
marketplace is being addressed with expensive specialty products looking like
modified cargo containers. We’ve taken a fresh approach to bring truly attractive units
that have been engineered as kits that can be built on site by local builders or even by
homeowners looking to take on something larger than a weekend challenge. We have a
product that visually fits in with the neighborhood, oﬀers homeowners a fantastic ROI
and satisfies one huge social problem. Let’s face it, everybody has a relative, friend or
neighbor that could benefit by living in a new home that doesn’t kill the monthly
budget.”
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Kamps went on, “SIP construction provides superior strength and energy eﬃciency in
a form that’s quick and easy to build. Our homes can be secure and weather tight in
less than a week with the structure then serving as the receiving warehouse for all the
finish parts that a builder or homeowner will use to complete the home”
AmeriSus (short for American Sustainability Initiative) has been creating eco-homes for
the last ten years using a kit home approach that blends design, improved
constructability, procurement and logistics via a proprietary fast-track data
management process, called their Ready Build™ system which allows builders to
significantly reduce construction costs while providing an unmatched price/value ratio.
Energy Panel Structures (EPS) manufactures pre-engineered building components
designed for post frame construction, structural insulated panels (SIP’s) and
refrigerated and freezer structures via an independent dealer network of over 400
professional builders. EPS is an employee-owned company and has been
manufacturing superior building components since 1981.
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